
Our growing company is looking for an architect java. We appreciate you taking
the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you
don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your
level of experience.

Responsibilities for architect java

Work closely with the ExtraCare business team and Business Analysts to
ensure that requirements are fully understood and documented in order to
deliver quality design deliverables
Generate IPs in line with the IP strategy of the Practice ,create tangible assets
and repositories for the Practice (frameworks, white papers, estimation
templates ) Architecture Scalability and Integration (NFRs)
Manage the revision of existing PCIT program to increase operating
efficiency or adapt to new requirements
Provide vision, problem anticipation, and problem solving ability to manage
issues/risks affecting the PCIT project
Utilize configuration management tools, design tools, debugging tools, and
any other environment specific tools necessary to create, test, and implement
an application
Diagnose, analyze, troubleshoot and choose appropriate solution to fix data
related issues
Consult with personnel in other information systems groups to coordinate
activities and ensure that all approved development and deployments are
delivered
Design, write, translate, and code software programs and applications
according to specifications
Liaise with IT Team to assist in resolving problems with software products or
company software systems
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Qualifications for architect java

Experience / SME Knowledge of Financial Technology / Payment processing
is a plus
Good to have AJAX and various supporting toolkits (richfaces )
12+ years professional hands on software development experience, including
high-volume applications/systems experience
Ability to code and understand multiple tech stacks and programming
languages
Strong demonstrable knowledge with Relational databases, noSQL databases
and an understanding of Big Data technologoes
Experience with REST Web-services and messaging/streaming solutions


